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List of participants 
Kris Thielemans (UCL), Ben Thomas (UCL), Richard Brown (UCL), Nikos Efthymiou (Hull), 
Harry Tsoumpas (Leeds), Daniel Deidda (Leeds), Daniel Leznic (Leeds), Edo Pasca (STFC), 
Evgueni Ovtchinnikov (STFC), Julian Matthews (Manchester), Parisa Khateri (), David 
Atkinson (UCL), Martin Turner (Manchester), Andrew Reader (KCL) 

Overview of 1.0 status and recent updates (Evgueni) 
Progress since 0.9.2 (released in October) 
- Much more testing - C, C++, Python test scripts with pTest class 
- Better documentation for developers via the Developers' guide 
- Coverage report with CTests 
- VM & SuperBuild built by Vagrant script: Can now distribute the code (~130 lines) instead 
of distributing the whole VM (but will still do that to avoid need for installing Vagrant). 
- Thought on documentation: Should files on VM be supplied as PDF, html (or supply the 
user with a Markdown reader)? Should we run Doxygen during the installation step? (v.1.1) 
 

Remaining tasks before 1.0  
- SuperBuild for Windows (OPTIONAL, but would be good to test) 
- Add Matlab tests to CTest 
- File structure for future development (registration etc.) 
- PET measured data support (see below) 

SIRF for Siemens PET data (Kris) 
Listmode processing 
For v1.1, enable listmode reconstruction (sinogram reconstruction for v1.0) 
Need to convert: listmode->sinogram 
For v1.0, Kris proposed due to time constraints: No dynamic nor gated reconstruction; user 
will have to use a loop for dynamic recon. 
Class proposal was discussed 
- Change method name from set_flags to set_output_sinogram_type 
 

Questions from Julian:  
- Is listmode data Siemens or GE or both? Answer: Siemens only. GE would work (if STIR was 
compiled with HDF5 and relevant STIR branch merged) but rest of GE data is still in progress, 
so best not to support this yet. 
- Defaults for flags (prompts, delayeds, subtraction). Should be able to have multiple 
outputs in one run to avoid overhead of a loop. Answer: needs STIR modification, so leave 
for later 



- For time intervals - don't count the number of time tags, check the time values within the 
tags (in case of corrupt timing). Notes that on (older?) Siemens scanners, the timing tag get 
reset to zero which is then scan start. Kris/Ben answer that on mMR this doesn’t happen. 
Instead, the first timing tag is occasionally very high (feedback from Siemens says this value 
doesn’t mean anything). 
 Kris suggestion: subtract value of first time tag (zero-time) from increasing tags. 
Abort if non increasing tag found 
 Ben suggestion: pre-process the data to make sure that the tag-time doesn't get 
reset to zero. 
 

Detector sensitivity modelling 
Class design on the slides was discussed 
- name from PET.DetectionSensitivityModel to PET.AcquisitionSensitivityModel 
- Harry: Need generic function to handle dividing by zero (needs thresholds etc). Kris’s 
response: Could put that in the AcquisitionData. v1.1 
 

Attenuation modelling 
- Essentially the same as efficiency/normalisation. Different classes or one generic one for 
both? Decision: two different classes 
- Want to reconstruct attenuation from projection data? 
 

Scatter modelling 
- Nikos: non-ToF code ready, just needs tidying. Kris: also needs testing from someone else. 
Nikos to spend half a day tidying it up. Ben will test on phantom data. 
 

Estimate singles & randoms  

Discussion postponed for another day (to save time) 
 

Ben's developments for Siemens raw data processing 
- See https://github.com/UCL/petmr-rd-tools. Three main applications: 
1. test if mMR data is ok 
2. split interfile header and raw data (similar to Lmbreakout) 
3. take an MRAC DICOM stack and convert to mu values in the appropriate matrix for 
reconstruction with STIR 
Action all: test this on your data. 

Multi-dimensional array handling 
Choices for MR data: 
1. 19-dimensional array, to be reshaped by user 
2. Let the user select the dimensions that interest them 
2bis (from David). The user asks for the dimensions that they think are non-singleton. An 
error is thrown if any of those are singleton. 
 
- Solution by David: as_array() gives the 19-dimensinal array. Then have function that 
reshapes the array (and the inverse for filling). 

https://github.com/UCL/petmr-rd-tools


- Require the user to give the order of all non-singleton dimensions. If not all non-singleton 
dimensions are given, throw an error. 
 

Handling for large data 
- Create subset method. Example uses: slice ranges, repetitions. 
- Decision AcqData->Subset->As_array and NOT: AcqData->As_array->Subset 
 this means that the AcquisitionData class is aware of what subset it is. If all data was 
given as an array and then a subset was extracted by the user, the user would have to 
remember what the subset is in order to be able to fill back into AcqData. 

Geometric information and coordinate systems 
skipped to save time 

Using conda for building/distributing SIRF  
skipped to save time 

Towards 1.0 
- Updated our (currently internal on OneDrive) SIRF-v1.0-Tasks.docx. 
- Timing: release candidate 1 for end of next week (22/12). 
- release candidate 2 mid-January. Final end January. 

Future meetings 

- 19th software meeting (UCL) - 23rd Feb 

- 20th software meeting (UCL) - sometime 16th-20th April 

- PSMR conference – Do they want us to do a training course there? 

- Possible abstract – addition of motion correction to the SIRF framework (Richard) 
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